Oh, no. You’ve collected stacks and stacks of paper medical records. Or, you’ve got
them in a hundred separate PDFs. And now you need to find out exactly which dates of
service are and are not covered in the records you’ve received.
Or, you thought a single phone call would do the trick to get the custodian to send the
records you need. But, weeks have passed without receiving them, and now you need
to get in touch again.
Anyone who has undertaken the task of obtaining medical records for legal or
insurance purposes for any length of time soon discovers there are some details you
cannot let slip by. Certain information and activities must be monitored if you dream of
experiencing a hiccup-free records retrieval process.
Otherwise, you waste tons of effort on time-consuming tasks like repeatedly looking
up contact information, trying to recall important details from memory, or tediously
searching through mountains of records for small but critical details like dates and
dollar amounts.
Your time is too valuable to squander away like that!
So, we’ve drawn up a list of 8 Critical Details to Track to Avoid Delays When Obtaining
Medical Records
Keep track of the information on this list, and in no time you’ll be sailing smoother
seas, obtaining medical records with less effort and fewer delays.
Of course, don’t forget that our records retrieval specialists are always on standby,
ready to take over at the helm, handle the entire process for you, and save your firm
even more.
From the crew at RRS, we wish you happy sailing in the days ahead!
Chuck Dart
P.S. Thank you welcoming RRS into your inbox every month. If there’s anything you’d
like us to write about, just shoot me an email at cdart@recordrs.com. I’d love to hear
from you!

